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Merit List of Post Basic B.Sc (Nursing) for January 2021 session 

 

Category: General  
SNo. ENRNO NAME FNAME MARKS RANK 

1 202111163 KHANGARA RAM POONAMA RAM 104 1 
2 202111006 PAPPU RAM RAJU RAM 104 2 
3 202113970 BUDHA RAM SADA RAM 99 3 
4 202115187 NARENDER VERMA OMPRAKASH VERMA 98 4 
5 202113963 BALU RAM GHEVER RAM 97 5 
6 202111394 ARCHANA VIJAY PAL 96 6 
7 202111928 SONIA MEHTA RAHUL PAUL 96 7 
8 202114016 JAIPRAKASH HIRA LAL 96 8 
9 202114028 KAMLESH KUMAR SAINI HANUMAN PRASAD 96 9 

10 202110354 MAHENDRA THANAWAT HANUMAN RAM 
THANAWAT 

96 10 

Category: Schedule Cast 
11 202111918 SOHAN LAL BOKOLIA 

 
BAGESH KUMAR 
BOKOLIA 

88 34 

12 202112005 

 

VIJAY KUMAR 

 

BAKHU RAM 

 

83 56 

13 202111033 SONIKA KARAM SINGH 
 

76 92 

Category: Schedule Tribe 
14 202110366 

 

RAKESH MEENA 

 

GJEESA LAL MEENA 

 

73 114 

15 202114225 NUSRAT FAROOQ MOHAMMAD FAROOQ 
KHATANA 

73 115 

Category: OBC-Non Creamy Layer  
16 202111047 VIJAY KUMAR SONI BHIMRAJ SONI 95 12 
17 202114164 VASEEM AKREM SHABBIR AHMED 94 13 
18 202110996 MONU KUMAR SAINI TEJ KARAN SAINI 93 17 
19 202112011 VINOD KUMAR LILU RAM 92 19 
20 202115182 BHUP SINGH VERMA HET RAM VERMA 92 20 

Category: EWS 
21 202113988 DEVKIRAN SHROTRIYA RAMESHWAR 

SHROTRIYA 
81 65 

22 202114254 SAYIMA AJAZ MASOODA 62 181 
 



Dear Candidate 
 
This is in reference to your appearing and qualifying in OPENNET Test for admission in Post 
Basic B.Sc (Nursing) programme for January, 2021 session.  In this regard, you are informed to 
send the soft copies of all the required certificates/documents, scanned from original only, by 
or before 12-09-2021.  
 
Regional Director (I/c) 
 
 
Points to be noted for Verification Process 
 
A. Verification of Documents and other related issues: 

 
1. 10th Class/Matriculation or equivalent and 10+2 Certificates for date of birth and 
qualifications. 
2.  GNM Diploma and Marks sheets in original. 
3. RNRM Certificate about its validity and renewal, wherever applicable. To ensure that 
experience is counted only from the date of registration as RNRM up to the last date of receipt 
of application form by the university. However, if RM certificate is obtained after RN Certificate, 
experience will be counted from the date of registration as RM. 
4. While verifying the experience document, it may be ensured that the experience before the 
date of registration as RNRM is not counted as a valid experience for the purpose of calculating 
the total no. of years of experience. Similarly the candidates having less than two years or five 
years of experience, as the case may be shall not be considered eligible for admission. 
5. To verify the NOC with the stamp and signature of the Head of the Institution as submitted by 
the candidate to ensure that the candidate is an In-service candidate and is presently working. 
6. To verify the authenticity of the course completed by the male Nurses in lieu of mid-wifery 
before the submission of the application form with the certificates produced in terms of its 
duration (6 to 9 months) and the recognition/approval of the Indian Nursing Council. 
7. In case of male nurses, the experience is counted after RN. 
8. To resolve the Tie cases as per the procedure given above at Para-4 and in the Student 
Handbook and Prospectus. 
9. The Nursing Team may come across two types of cases in respect of the experience claimed 
by the candidates, which may be sorted out as given below: 
 
(a). Actual experience is less but shown more in Application Form: 
 
If the actual experience is less than the experience shown in the application form, then the 
candidate be put at the bottom of the merit in that category of marks, since it will affect the rank 
of the candidate in case of tie. 
 
(b). Actual experience is more but shown less in Application Form: 
If the actual experience is more than the experience shown in the application form, such 
experience would not considered and merit would not change, since it will also affect the rank of 
the candidate in case of tie. 



 
This way, the total experience of the candidate should tally with the experience mentioned in the 
original admission form by the candidate. Any discrepancy in the experience should therefore be 
mentioned and highlighted in the counselling form because; it will affect the merit/rank of the 
candidate in case of tie. 
 
10. While verifying the experience of the candidate, kindly check the validity and reliability of 
the hospital, especially in case of private hospitals with their registration numbers etc. 
 

B. Verification of Documents and other related issues by the other Members of the Team: 
 

1. 10th Class or Matriculation or equivalent certificates to verify the qualification and date of 
birth. 
2. 12th Cass or equivalent certificate to verify the qualification. 
3. Original Admit Card/Hall Ticket for Entrance Test for with the signature of the Invigilator. 
4. Two Passport size photographs. 
5. SC/ST/OBC (NC)/EWS Category Certificates. The OBC (NC) certificate should not be more 
than three years old from the date of its issue till the last date of submission of application form. 
6. Income Certificate submitted by OBC (NC)/EWS. 
7. Relevant Certificates in respect of other categories such as Physically Handicapped and War-
widows. 
8. Anti Ragging Certificates. 
9. Demand Draft for the 1st year of Programme Fee. 
10. Any other related documents in support of qualifications, change in the name of the candidate 
experience etc. 
 
11. Other related issues: 
 
Only intensive theory and practical counselling sessions, where 75% and 90% attendance, 
respectively is compulsory, no change in the programme study centre once allotted, non-refund 
of fee once paid etc and any other guidelines in respect of the programme, if sent by the School 
of Health Sciences for information of the candidates etc. 

 
12. Documents that are required to be send through email on 
admissionrcsrinagar@ignou.ac.in (soft copies of all the documents/certificates scanned 
from original only). 
(i). By All Applicants: 
1). Original Admit Card for Entrance Test, signed by the Invigilator. 
2). 10th Class or Matriculation or equivalent Certificates. 
3). 10+2 Class Certificate. 
4). Valid RNRM Registration Certificate (In case registration is done form more than one 
council, all such certificates). 
5). Experience Certificate(s) on Letter Head of the competent authority with full name, date and 
signature with stamp). 
6). GNM Diploma Certificate and Marks Sheets for all years. 



7). Certificate from the organisation, where the candidate is presently working to ensure the 
candidate is in service. 
8). In lieu of mid-wifery, the male nurses produce the certificate in any nursing course of 6-9 
months duration as recognized by Indian Nursing Council. The candidates should produce 
relevant documents authenticating that such nursing course is recognized and approved by the 
Indian Nursing Council. 
9). Original Anti-ragging Affidavits in the prescribed formats duly Notorised and signed by 
Parents and Applicant separately, as given in the Prospectus. 
10). A Demand Draft of Rs. 20,000/- drawn in favour of IGNOU payable Srinagar towards the 
programme fee. Send the original demand draft on “Regional Director, IGNOU Regional 
Centre Srinagar, Kurso Rajbagh, Srinagar, J&K 190008 also WhatsApp the demand draft on 
9469075129” 
 
11). Two Passport size Photographs 
(ii). By Applicants claiming reserved seat: 
12). Category (SC/ST) Certificate for claiming SC/ST Seat 
13). OBC-Non creamy Layer Certificate along with Income Certificate for claiming OBC (Non-
creamy Layer) Seat. The Certificate, not older than 37 years, should be in the format as given in 
the Student Handbook and Prospectus of the Post Basic B.Sc (Nursing) Programme. 
14). Certificate of Physically Handicapped for claiming PH Category seat, with a minimum of 
40% disability. 
15). War-widow Certificate for claiming War Widow Seat. 
16) Kashmiri Migrant Certificate for claiming KM Seat. 
17) EWS as per MHRD, GOI/Indian Nursing Council orders 1-5/2018-INC dated 09/08/2019. 
(iii). By the Applicants whose name is changed after High School (all documents listed 
below): 
18). In case any change in the name (other than the one mentioned in his/her High School 
Certificate), then it is mandatory for the prospective learners to furnish legal evidence of having 
changed his/her name/surname while submitting the admission form, as given below: 
a. Attested copy of the Notification issued in the daily newspaper notifying the change of name. 
b. An attested copy of the Affidavit filed before the 1st class Magistrate specifying the change in 
the name. 
c. An attested copy of the Marriage Card/Marriage certificate in case of women candidates for 
change in Surname. 
d. Attested copy of the Gazette Notification reflecting the change of name/surname. 


